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Abstract
Detecting obstacles, both dynamic and static, with nearto-perfect accuracy and low latency, is a crucial enabler
of autonomous driving. In recent years obstacle detection
methods increasingly rely on cameras instead of Lidars.
Camera-based obstacle detection is commonly solved by
detecting instances of known categories. However, in many
situations the vehicle faces un-categorized obstacles, both
static and dynamic. Column-based general obstacle detection covers all 3D obstacles but does not provide objectinstance classification, segmentation and motion prediction. In this paper we present a unified deep convolutional
network combining these two complementary functions in
one computationally efficient framework capable of realtime performance. Training the network uses both manually
and automatically generated annotations using Lidar. In
addition, we show several improvements to existing columnbased obstacle detection, namely an improved network architecture, a new dataset and a major enhancement of the
automatic ground truth algorithm.

1. Introduction
Autonomous vehicles depend on detecting static and dynamic obstacles in real-time and predicting their behavior with no room for error. High resolution Lidar has
been the sensor to go in this domain for most projects
aiming Level 5 automation such as the winning entries in
the DARPA Urban Challenge [33] and Google’s self driving car [14]. Recently, more projects aim at a cameracentric approach [23, 2, 1] due to the disadvantages of highresolution Lidars (cost, packaging, moving parts) and the
boost in computer vision accuracy. To fully or partially replace Lidars, vision-based obstacle detection should reach
at least the same performance. We divide the task to two
main sub-tasks: categorized and general obstacle detection.
Category-based detection (aka detection and classification), has been extensively studied in computer vision [7,

Figure 1. Unified method output examples. General obstacles
are marked by blue bars. The bottom position of each bar is determined by the max probability bin of the StixelNet branch (See
Section 2.1). Bar height is shown for display purposes only, and
computed as a linear function of the bottom image position. Cars,
pedestrians and cycles are marked as bounding boxes and color
coded by their class. Notice in the examples that real world driving involves complex scenarios requiring both types of obstacles
to be detected.

10] leading to dramatic performance improvements in recent years [28, 6, 22]. In the common scenario, during deployment, a bounding box and class is marked for each object belonging to a set of pre-defined classes. In addition,
the object’s pose may be assigned [25]. This is particularly
useful since knowing the class and pose of the object is instrumental to predicting its behavior and motion. However,
objects outside the pre-defined class set are not detected.
A complementary enabling technology is free-space or
general obstacle detection [3, 19]. The task is to identify in
each image column the row position of the nearest roughly
vertical obstacle. In our formulation obstacles consist of every object higher than a typical curb. This allows detecting
all relevant static and dynamic obstacles, both on the road
and on the sidewalk. Several examples include construction
zone delimiters, shopping carts, un-categorized animals and
toddlers. We introduce a method performing both types of
obstacle detection in one unified network capable of run1198

ning in real-time (30fps) and sharing most computation between the tasks. Figure 1 shows detection examples of our
network in three different scenes. Notice the complementary nature of the two capabilities. In addition, for each
categorized object, the network is capable of estimating its
pose with negligible additional computation cost.
Our contributions are as follows. First, we introduce a
novel unified network architecture for categorized object
detection, pose estimation and general obstacle detection
running in real time. The architecture is single-shot and
learned end-to-end. It combines Single-Shot Multi-Box
Detector (SSD) [22] for categorized object detection and
pose estimation, with our version of the StixelNet [19] for
general obstacles. Training data consists of images with
both manually and automatically generated ground truth
(GT). Second, we introduce several significant improvements to the StixelNet: a new network architecture, a new
automatic ground truth method for generating training data
and the use of a newly collected dataset. In our experiments, we improve state-of-the-art general obstacle detection. The combined multi-task network maintains singletask networks accuracy while sharing most computation between the tasks. Finally, we show that column-based general obstacle detection can be generalized to cope with substantially different cameras and viewing angles.

1.1. Related Work
Network architectures for modern object detectors are
divided to single shot [22, 27] and region-proposal
based [28, 6]. The output of such detectors is a tight bounding box around each object instance. Recently, it has been
shown that with little computational overhead rich additional information can be extracted for each instance. This
includes object pose [25], instance segmentation [15] and
3D bounding box estimation [4]. For our combined network we built our architecture on the SSD [22] which was
shown to have the best accuracy when processing time is
the first priority [16].
There exist several approaches for general obstacle or
free space detection. We follow the column-based approach [3, 34]. In particular we further develop and improve the StixelNet monocular approach introduced in [19].
This representation of the free space is both compact and
useful since it can be efficiently translated to the occupancy
grid representation commonly used by autonomous agents.
A contrasting approach is based on pixel-level road segmentation [24, 32]. It has the advantage of detecting free
space areas not immediately reachable at the expense of an
over-parametrization: an output for each pixel. [26] detect unexpected obstacles using a joint geometric and deep
learning approach. In [29] stereo-based stixels and pixellevel segmentation are combined to obtain “Semantic Stixels”: Stixels with class labels. The most related to our work

is MultiNet [32], a combined network for road segmentation and object detection. In comparison our approach uses
column-based detection and operates over two times faster
on a comparable hardware.
We believe automated ground truth (AGT) methods will
be instrumental in next generation automotive computer
vision. Their main appeal is the ability to collect large
amounts of training data with a relatively low effort. Recent
benefits of the approach were shown in learning monocular
depth estimation from Lidar [18] and Stereo [11]. [19] have
shown the effectiveness of AGT for general obstacle detection. Lidar is very efficient at detecting free-space and accuracy can be obtained by ignoring low confidence columns.
In this paper we introduce a new and improved algorithm
for the this task.
Finally, while numerous datasets with vehicle on board
imagery exist [13, 5] only few exist from low mounted fisheye lens cameras [20]. Such setup is in wide use for surround view applications and requires special adaptation of
computer vision methods. We introduce a new such dataset
with automatically generated GT. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: We start with the description of
the combined network followed by an experimental validation on multiple datasets and conclusions.

2. Combined network for obstacle detection
We next describe our architecture for each of the three
tasks we address: general obstacle detection, object detection and pose estimation. We then present the combined
network architecture and its training procedure.

2.1. General obstacle detection
Our network for general obstacle detection is derived
from the StixelNet [19]. The network gets as input an image of arbitrary width and predefined height Ih = 370. The
final desired result is the pixel location y of the closest obstacle bottom point in each image column (with stride s).
As in the original StixelNet the network outputs for each
column are represented by k position neurons, representing the centers of k equally spaced bins in the y image axis.
The output of each neuron represents the predicted probability that the obstacle position is in the respective bin.
An important addition we introduce is the ability to handle two edge cases: the presence of a near obstacle truncated by the lower image boundary (“near obstacle”), and
no obstacle presence in the column (“clear”). This was
not previously handled since the Automatic Ground Truth
(AGT) [19] did not detect such columns and hence they
were not included in the training set. Our AGT described
below does handle these cases, however since the representation of these in the training set is extremely imbalanced,
we introduced the following modification to the network:
additional per-column type neurons with three possible
199

output values: “near obstacle”, “clear” and “regular” according to the aforementioned cases. This dual per-column
representation is combined to one position output as follows: if the type is one of the edge cases, the first or last
position neurons probability is set to the type probability
respectively. The rest of the position neurons are re-scaled
proportionally s.t. the probabilities sum equals 1. During
training, Softmax-loss is used for the type-neurons, while
the PL-loss [19] is used for the position neurons. PL-loss
has been shown to be effective in regression problems such
as ours, which require a multi-modal representation while
being able to preserve order information between neighboring position neurons.
Following [19] we use AGT to detect the obstacle position in each image column using the Lidar point cloud.
The original AGT suffers from several drawbacks which
we address. The proposed AGT has two main differences:
an object-centric obstacle bottom position estimation and
column-type detection. The target of AGT is to bring fully
reliable and consistent GT while covering as many columns
as possible. The new AGT, described in detail next, provides high reliability while covering a much larger percent
of the columns as shown in the experimental section.
The AGT is composed of two algorithms: one detects
for each obstacle its bottom contour in the image, and the
second detects columns which are certain to be clear of obstacles. Both algorithms get as input the 3D point cloud,
from which ground plane points are removed by fitting a
plane model. We start by describing rest of the stages of the
first algorithm.
The 3D point cloud is separated to clusters in 3D. Obstacles (clusters) with maximal height (position above ground)
below 20cm are ignored. The algorithms continues processing each cluster separately. 3D Points are projected onto
the image and dilated resulting in a dense point blob. Let
IB be the binary image of all lowest points in each image
column. IB is smoothed by a Gaussian kernel. Finally, a
1-dimensional conditional random field is applied to find an
optimal trajectory with maximal value in IB and minimal
y-position discontinuity. This trajectory is considered the
obstacle’s bottom contour. An example result is depicted in
figure 2.
Note that the Lidar points do not cover the entire image. Therefore a special handling is required for near objects whose bottom is below the Lidar coverage. We first
detect such cases which occur when the bottom most Lidar
point of an obstacle cluster is above the ground. Then, we
project these points to the road plane in 3D and add them to
the cluster.
The second part of the AGT consists of detecting “clear”
columns. There are two conditions to be met for such a
column: all points in it (projected from 3D) are lower than
5cm and there exist points beyond 18 meters in distance.

Figure 2. Example of the Lidar-based automatic ground truth for
obstacle detection. Each obstacle instance is colored uniquely and
obstacle bottom contour is marked in white.

The second condition prevents columns to be classified as
clear although there is a close dark object absorbing the Lidar beams.
When training on an cropped image patch, if bottommost cropping position is above or at the GT bottom of a
valid column, then it is classified “near obstacle” (e.g. right
most object in figure 2). Compared to the automatic ground
truth procedure described in [19] which operates directly in
the image domain our object-centric approach takes advantage of the obstacles continuity to output a more complete
and smooth ground truth annotation.
We next describe the method for object detection and
pose estimation, trained using manual annotations, in contrast to the general obstacle detection.

2.2. Category-based object detection
Our object detection is based on the SSD framework [22]
which provides an excellent run-time vs. accuracy trade-off.
The network is trained with four classes: vehicles, pedestrians, cycles (bicycles + motorcycles) and background. We
found a slight modification to the ground truth bounding
box association in the training procedure to improve the network accuracy. When a GT bounding box is associated to
a proposal, a hard limit on the overlap ratio is originally
used to classify the proposal as true or false. In our version
a buffer zone in the overlap ratio value (0.4-0.6) is defined
in which proposals are ignored. This helps preventing ambiguities in the association process and better defines class
and background train samples. In addition we modify the
learning such that difficult examples are ignored instead of
treated as background. We used a version of the code provided by the authors in which we optimized the network
deployment efficiency.

2.3. Object pose estimation
Object pose is defined for a car by its heading direction
angle in top view ΘH in camera-centric coordinates. The
pose angle is defined as ΘP = ΘH − ΘC where ΘC is
angle of the line passing through the camera and car center position. For representation in the network ΘP is dis200

3. Experimental results
We compare the new version of the StixelNet with the
original one [19], and the combined network with partial
networks each specializing in a single task. Since different
tasks require specialized types of annotation we have multiple data-sets for training and testing each task as summarized in Table 1. All training datasets are used for the relevant tasks and are ignored for all other tasks during training.
We show results on each test set according to available annotations for that set. Notice the public domain test datasets
are actually validation sets we separated from the training
data. In the kitti-stixels dataset we follow the same separation to train and test as in [19].

X

X
X

5K
3K
9K
32K
3K
155K
6K
16K
891
1K
910
760

15K
15K
15K
53K
19K
160K
5M
20M
3.5K
8K
19K
11K

Pose
X

X
X
X

# instances

The combined network architecture is illustrated
in 3. The feature extraction layers are based on the
GoogLeNet[31] backbone. From this, two main branches
split: object/pose (SSD+Pose) and general obstacle detection (StixelNet). The StixelNet branch is trained with AGT
as described previously while the object detection, classification and pose estimation are trained with manually labeled data. Inspired by GoogLeNet [31] and VGG [30], our
version of StixelNet uses a deeper architecture than the one
described in [19]. Feature map sizes in Illustration 3 correspond to a 800 × 370 image. Note however that the two
branches may operate on different image sizes by cropping
feature maps accordingly when branching out.
The combined network objective loss is defined as a linear combination of the SSD object classification, bounding
box regression, pose estimation, stixel-position and stixeltype losses with relative weighing of 1, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1 respectively. These weights were experimentally set to minimize
accuracy loss on each task in the combined network. We
start all training sessions with the GoogLeNet layers pretrained on the ImageNet [8] as provided by the authors. We
found that fine-tuning the network with the combined objective to produce degraded results. Instead, we first train
the SSD branch without pose, then fix all weights and train
pose neurons only, then fix again and train the StixelNet
branch, and finally allow all network weights to freely learn
the combined objective loss.

X
X
X
X
X

# images

2.4. The combined network

Objects

Data-set name / source
kitti-objects-train [13]
Cityscapes [5]
TDCB [21]
Caltech-peds [9]
internal-objects-train
internal-pose-train
kitti-stixels-train [12]
internal-stixels-train
kitti-objects-test [13]
internal-objects-test
internal-stixels-test
kitti-stixels-test [12]

Stixels

cretized to 8 equally spaced bins between 0 and 2π. For
each bounding box proposal, the network outputs probability of each angle bin. A cyclic version of the PL-loss is used
to train the output layer against the continuous ground-truth
ΘP . Supporting the cyclic nature of the output cyclic-PLloss considers first and last bins as neighboring, such that
angles close to zero contribute both. The SSD architecture
is modified by adding per proposal, 8 pose neurons, similar
to those for class and box regression.

X
X

Table 1. Datasets used in paper

Three datasets in 1 were internally collected: objectinternal, pose-internal and stixel-internal. The first two,
used for object detection and pose estimation respectively
were collected with a roof top mounted camera similar in
setting to the kitti-dataset [13] and manually labeled. The
stixel-internal dataset is aimed at short range general obstacle detection with fisheye-lens camera mounted in typical production surround vision systems position. To obtain
accurate automatic ground truth we mounted a Velodyne
HDL64 Lidar right below the camera as depicted in Figure 4. Co-locating the sensors eliminates differences stemming from viewpoint variation. The camera is triggered to
capture an image every time the Lidar is pointed directly
forward. Each image is corrected before processing by virtually rotating the camera to forward view, and un-distorting
it to a cylindrical image plane. Figure 1 bottom left shows
detection results on an image from the test portion of this
dataset.

3.1. Implementation details
Implementation was done in the Caffe framework [17].
All training was carried out with extensive geometric data
augmentation with crop, mirror and warp operations. For
training, the SSD patches were cropped with width ranging
from 320−1280 and height 160−800 such that their aspect
ratio (width/height) was between 1.5 and 2.5, and warped to
800 × 400 training patches. For the StixelNet, patches were
cropped with width 760 − 840 and height 360 − 380, and
warped to 800 × 370. Kitti images are roughly 370 pixels height so there was no augmentation in the vertical axis.
However, the internal dataset image height is 800 pixels allowing extensive variation in vertical position. We used an
augmentation scheme in which the horizon vertical position
varies by ±50 pixels making the StixelNet less sensitive to
201
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Figure 3. Combined SSD, Pose and StixelNet architecture.

3.2. Combined network
Table 3.2 summarizes accuracy results vs. run-time on
all tasks with the combined network and its subsets. Runtime is measured in milliseconds per 800 × 370 pixel frame
on Nvidia Quadro M6000 GPU. Best accuracy per task is
in bold. The SSD-only method is only trained for object
detection. Accuracy is reported as area under curve (AuC)
of the precision-recall following exactly KITTI evaluation
protocol [13] in the “moderate” difficulty setting. A 0.5
minimal intersection over union overlap is required for correct bounding box detection. The SSD + pose adds pose detection functionality. Pose estimation accuracy is measured
for correctly detected cars following the kitti-objects [13]
methodology as well.
Figure 4. General obstacle detection data collection setup for automatic ground truth. A fisheye-lens camera is mounted in typical
production position (height 80cm, tilt 20 degrees downward). A
Velodyne Lidar is mounted below the fisheye-lens camera.

The StixelNet-only method is trained for general obstacle detection only. Results are reported for each of the two
test sets separately and using the two measures described
in [19]: AuC for correct predictions at maximal probability,
and average probability.

the exact horizon position.

The result show that combined method accuracy on each
task is on-par or slightly degraded compared to each single
task method. Two out of the eight measures suffer a 4.4%
degradation in accuracy while for the remaining ones it is
negligible. In terms of run-time, running the combined net202

Accuracy measure
DataSet:
Test:
SSD-only
SSD + pose
StixelNet-only
Combined net

{kitti, internal}-objects-test
Car
Pedestrian Bicycle
0.901
0.574
0.560
0.900
0.578
0.541
0.900

0.570

0.536

kitti-objects-test
Pose

Run-time

kitti-stixels-test
Max Pr. Avg. Pr.

internal-stixels-test
Max Pr. Avg. Pr.

0.890
0.854
0.825

0.892

0.824
0.788

0.827
0.824

0.774
0.772

ms/f
27
28
19
33

Table 2. Accurracy vs. run-time measures (in milliseconds per frame) on the three tasks for the combined net and its subsets. See text for
more details on accuracy measures and datasets.

work versus the SSD-only adds 20% to the total run-time,
meaning most computation is shared between the tasks. At
30 frames per second (33ms/f) the combined network is
most suitable for run-time even with more power efficient
GPUs.

Original
Ours
Original
Ours

3.3. General obstacle detection
Due to the improved AGT, dataset and architecture the
general obstacle detection module performs significantly
better than the originally proposed StixelNet. Figure 5 illustrates these differences on some examples from the kittistixels-test set. Most apparent are, not surprisingly, for
the edge cases (near object and clear column). The significant qualitative improvement has much to do with the
new AGT which provides a much more complete coverage: 81% (internal-stixels-dataset) and 69% (kitti-stixelsdataset) are provided with valid ground truth. For comparison the original AGT provides a 25% coverage on the
kitti-stixels-dataset. Specifically, the edge cases were almost completely excluded in the previous AGT.
In table 3 we show consistent performance improvement
on the new test set compared to the original StixelNet. To
have a fairer comparison we also show the results when
edge cases are excluded from the test set, since the original
StixelNet was not trained with such cases. A full ablation
study to single out the different factors for the improvement
is prohibitive since the new network architecture, training
set, test set and AGT are coupled together, and in fact solve
a slightly altered, more complete problem than the original
one. We compared the effect of the backbone change in
the architecture by altering the original StixelNet to use the
same backbone as in our implementation (GoogLeNet[31]).
The network was trained and tested on the original test set
from [19]. Results show a marginal improvement in the accuracy (1% or less in all measures) indicating the backbone
is not an important factor in the improvement.
To test the transferability of StixelNet from one camera
setup to another we do a cross examination of the method
trained and tested on both kitti and internal datasets. Note
the large difference: a roof mounted forward camera versus a low mount fisheye-lens tilted downwards. As summarized in table 4 highest accuracy on each test set is at-

kitti-stixels-test
internal-stixels-test
Max Pr. Avg. Pr. Max Pr. Avg. Pr.
0.689
0.671
0.681
0.654
0.854
0.824
0.827
0.774
Edge cases excluded from test
0.779
0.758
0.704
0.678
0.827
0.807
0.819
0.760

Table 3. Comparison of original StixelNet [19] and ours on stixel
test sets

tained when trained only on the corresponding train set or
on the combined one. Having negligible degradation in accuracy when trained on the entire dataset suggests that the
network learned a general representation transferable to different cameras.
Train / Test
kitti-stixels-tr.
inter.-stixels-tr.
both

kitti-stixels-test
Max P. Avg P.
0.855
0.827
0.685
0.679
0.854
0.824

inter.-stixels-test
Max P. Avg P.
0.740
0.721
0.833
0.776
0.827
0.774

Table 4. Generalization across datasets

4. Conclusions and future work
We presented a unified network with real-time detection capability for both categorized and uncategorized object. The network is trained with a combination of manual
and automatic ground truth based on Lidar. Our novel automated ground truth (AGT) algorithm covers most image
parts facilitating the learning of a generic obstacle detection
module. Using the new AGT, in combination with a new
network architecture and dataset our version of the StixelNet improves state-of-the-art column-based general obstacle detection. We believe future research should focus on
obtaining a unified AGT process that covers all aspects of
obstacle detection.
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